CAST BODY P-TRAP OPTIONS

WALL BEND OPTIONS—
Add suffix to part number.
15 = 15” C to E (1-1/4” and 1-1/2” only)
18 = 18” C to E (1-1/4” and 1-1/2” only)
GJ = Ground joint wallbend
    Custom sizes available.

FLANGE OPTIONS—
Add suffix to part number.
F = Forged Brass, set screw, chrome plated
DF = Deep Flange, (bell type) chrome plated brass
SDF = Deep Flange, (bell type) chrome plated steel
B = Box Flange, chrome plated wrought steel
BF = Box Flange, chrome plated brass

STANDARD FINISH OPTIONS—
Add suffix to part number.
C = Polished Chrome
S = Satin Chrome
    Custom finishes available.

Options available for McGuire “Classic” Professional Line only.